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Editor's

Hello

As Christians, we should expect to be called to assignments that are bigger than us.
But often, we are caught off guard and automatically begin to doubt ourselves.
We even go to an extend of asking if we heard God correctly – even when handed
an assignment we have been praying and yearning for - we start by first doubting,
instead of going to God first.
I am businesswoman who is dedicated to doing it with God and for God. I am also
a businesswoman who is learning, growing and at times behaving completely in flesh form.
This May arise issue put me face to face with doubt, fear and believing that it cannot
be achieved…and I nearly became comfortable the lie.

“Until I remembered that it is not

Until I remembered that it is not by our might or
strength but by His Spirit, and that with man all this is by our might or strength but by His
Spirit, and that with man all this
impossible, but all things are possible with God. My
is impossible, but with God,
perspective and attitude changed when I remembered
all things are possible”
God’s Word and the truth that I do what I do for Him
and with Him - it should therefore go well.
That, unbeknownst to us, God takes His time to
What is your assignment?
prepare and, only in hindsight, we realise we were
in preparation for the very assignment that seems
Is it your special needs child? Your Marriage or others’
to be bigger than us.
marriages or troubled family that you must re-unite? Or
Nthabi, the creator of Byu-ti by Popz reminded me
is it a Ministry you least expected? Or has God planted
that each detail of our life is preparation for
a business seed in you that seems impossible to bring
success for God’s Kingdom. This May arise mag
to life?
issue is a collection of new and previously
published features of women that have taken up
Why does it scare you?
the big assignments whom I call ‘Dangerous
Women’. They will inspire, teach us, and testify the
Obey and trust that God will help and guide you along
goodness and greatness of God - when we allow
to the fruition of that which He has planted in you.
Him to be God in our lives.
Pastor Pushie’s testimony and journey reminded me
that what overwhelms us does not overwhelm God.
May this issue of arise mag Bless you as curating
it has Blessed me.
Pastor Pushie’s testimony and journey reminded me
that what overwhelms us does not overwhelm God.
With love, to you, through me from my Daddy, our God
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Pastor's

Abigail wasn’t just beautiful and intelligent, she also counselled David and
prophesied his kingship. We don’t know if David married her because he was
attracted to her, or if it was for political reasons. Abigail and David had a son
together named Chileab (1 Chron 3:1). Rabbinic traditions name Chileab as one
of four ancient Israelites who died without sin. Chileab can be translated to
'perfection of the father'.
She is one of history’s most profound Biblical female characters but the least
talked about. Is it possible that Abigail was pushed aside because she was one
of David’s many wives?
The character of Abigail is that of a beautiful, intelligent
and courageous woman of God. She trusted God
unconditionally to resolve the injustice of her husband
Nabal’s behaviour. Abigail had a prophetic gift which had
a big impact on our Salvation…she saved all of us.
She was first married to Nabal, a rich Calebite, described
as a harsh and surly man who was seen as a powerful
figure in society due to his wealth. He failed to see the
kingship of David and refused David and his men food
and shelter when David was fleeing for his life from Saul
(1 Samuel 25). But Abigail chose to be honourable and
helped David and his men with food without Nabal’s
knowledge.

Paster Karien Jafta

Abigail was one of God's instruments in
a far greater purpose than what any
man could perceive at the time.
When all the odds were against her, she discerned
to follow through and help David and his men.
Making the right decision changed her life, our
lives, forever.
As the story continues, Nabal died at the hand of
the Lord and a few days later David married
Abigail.

Abigail’s motivation to act against her husband’s will and
assist David in secret showed that she believed in David,
and maybe sensed something special about him. Us
Christians believe that she took discernment from God
seriously. Doing what is right and helping David gave her
the opportunity to be a queen.

In Abigail’s obedience and in Nabal's arrogance
great prophesy came to pass. A prophesy made
hundreds of years before about the Saviour that
was to be born from the family tree of David. If
Saul had succeeded in killing David, Chileab
would not have been norn meaning that Jesus
wouldn’t have been born.

She begged David not to slay Nabal but to leave him for
God. According to Scripture her move indicates that she
had some prophetic gifting, especially when she
predicted that David will be king over Israel.

Abigail was one of God's instruments in a far
greater purpose than what man could perceive at
the time. Abigail protected and enabled the most
important prophecy.
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How was Abigail Abigail?
Abigail was dangerous in a Spiritual way. She confides in her God; she knows that God has and will always have
her back. She didn’t allow David to have Nabal's blood on his hands but trusted God for the best outcome. She
stopped serving Nabal and focused only on God. She remained honourable and faithful until God ended Nabal’s
life and she was lifted up by God to her marriage to David, to become Queen.
Abigail signifies a freedom-loving, free-spirited woman that is anchored in God. Nothing is conventional with her
determination to do what she believes is right. She makes sensible decisions very quickly even in a dangerous or
difficult situation.
Opportunities are presented to all of us, but not all of us will pursues them as we should. In this way we miss
opportunities that have life changing potential. That is why discernment is very important. However, keep in mind,
some opportunities can disguise themselves as Godly. Distractions can cause us to lose direction, lose our
purpose or even lose life.
Abigail arises in the glory of God with her prophetic gift.
When circumstances push you; stay firm and depend on God’s outcome. Learn to recognise God’s voice so that
you are able to protect the Prophecy.
You too are a dangerous woman, God can use you to save a David.
Trust God, trust your gift.
Be an Abigail.

www.christianwomenbusinessnetwork.com
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continued from page...
The journey to this Ministry, to Pastor Pushie also includes attending Bible school. I had no idea that I was called
to Minister at the time and opposed anything that placed me on a platform, lime light or stage – let alone the
pulpit. I attended Bible school to understand God better. "It was never my intention to become a preacher or
teacher of the word. I used to give a lift to fellow Bible school students – it is them that recognised my calling,
long before I did. I used to speak the word to them as I drove and they later commented that I am Preacher. It
was in 2007 that I realised I could preach, because preaching was part of the exam. I passed with flying colours.
Thereafter, I was asked to be a youth preacher and I felt like a fish in water.
I have come to accept that my primary gift is communication and my days as a 'celebrity' in the circular world
were 'a dress rehearsal to Pastor Pushie.
About Leading Successfully
Being a Pastor is extra ordinary. It has taught me to do
things I never thought I could do. As a Pastor, you
stand alone. However, as a Pastor leading the Women's
Ministry, I learnt that people are made differently and it
forced me to step back and allow other people's
giftings to complete the job and make it excellent."
I remind Pastor Pushie of our young days in the
modelling business...and how she would walk in any
room and own it...even though she was not liked by all
.
Her answer is beautiful: "even at that time, I did not
notice much, I was too focused on what I was doing
and did not have to care much about what others
thought because I did not need favour nor did I fear
the hate because my job only depended on me and my
performance. People that hate others for no reason
arise Mag 7

...leading the Women's
Ministry, I learnt that
people are made
differently and it forced
me to step back and allow
other people's giftings to
complete the job and make
it excellent.”

only project their own insecurities. Hence I 'friend up' – meaning
I befriend women that are better than me, that love and want to
see me thrive and this leaves no room for jealousy and
insecurities. To the women of arise magazine and the Christian
Women in Business Network: note that it takes much more to
be a dangerous woman especially when in ministry.
For example, say you are a business woman and also a
Christian, you face two challenges, the physical or natural
Spiritually. The enemy will not roll out a red carpet for you – he
attacks all the time, especially us leading for God.
When it comes to success, I believe that one's gift make room
for one's success. The secret is to continue working on your
gift, put in the time for perfect timing and elevation. It is coming.
Find your purpose and get busy doing it at all cost. Align
yourself with great people. Remember the blind man that
was brought to Jesus...who are the people that will bring
you to Jesus? Surround yourself with people that see your
blind spot. Have someone to take you to Jesus. His blood
is for all of us. Pray for yourself but there has to be someone
that will pray for you too.” End. IG @_pushie
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Every time I interview Pastor Pushie is special. It feels as though I went to a church service and I
am the congregation…just me by myself and a passionate carrier of the Word. At the end I aways
feel sad, but just for a moment till I remember that the interview will be read by many throughout
the world. Here is how our latest interview goes: In the feature we did was titled Dangerous
Women and you explained her as "A dangerous woman is a woman that will never give up,
because she understands and knows that experiences, setbacks and attacks from the enemy
happen to all of us. She refuses to quit! She keeps rising no matter the storm or fire and comes
out a stronger woman.
How do you describe a Dangerous Women in the same way today?
Pastor Pushie: Yes, I will still give the same explanation but would add Truth to Truth… a dangerous
woman is also one who understands that today, more than ever, she is attacked, she goes through the
storm and fires but makes it through because she never loses her Faith. She holds on until God turns it
around. She knows no weapon against her shall prosper. Shadrack, Meshack and Abednego were
allowed to go in the fire. God does not stop us from going in the fire but allows us so that we know that
God is with you in the fire.
Pastor Pushie, you end almost each sentence with a chuckle. To me it expresses a deep
emotional connection you have in what you are saying. I have to ask, what does the chuckle
mean?

body, it reminds you of the wound that was there. The

"Know you are
at the right place
at the right time
when you see the
ram".

laugh is to the enemy’s attempts and attacks on us

Holiness is separation unto Godliness. God

women, children of God. The enemy is the agony

provided for me during lockdown. People lost a lot -

women go through to birth their destiny. Hanna’s

finances, loved ones, work and even homes. I feel

tears produced a prophet that was to be in Jesus'

that God preserved me in that season. No one

lineage. Sarah, when she thought it was too late, God

escaped the impact of lockdown, one way or the

gave her Isaac. Isaac means laugh.

other, we all felt it. We were fighting between

That chuckle is about Faith and experience. I wish to
say as I laugh or chuckle… ‘I wish you knew what I
am talking about. I wish you understand what I am
saying…because I have been through it all and it is
no joke’. You know, when you have a scar on your

depression and destiny, surviving and anointing,
Our initial interview happened at the beginning of

fear and Faith, past and promise. The enemy was

lockdown and the pandemic...we did not know what

attacking in all fashions. But we had to hold on to

to expect. How was that experience for you? What

Faith, we hold on to what God said and not what

was most challenging?
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we see. I prayed more than I ever prayed before. We did not know what
is next and in such circumstances, anxiety and fear engulfs everyone.
We are now experiencing more suicide and stroke than ever before.
The enemy is fighting for our future.
Following you on IG, seemed to me that you were out of
South Africa for a while shortly after lockdown...how was
that phase of life after what we had been through as a
Global Nation?
Yes, you are right. I went to visit family. Before lockdown I
saw them regularly. I did not see my father for almost 2years
My mother passed away just before lockdown. The last time I
I saw my family was at my mom’s memorial service.
I went home to be with family and be comforted.
I honestly have a feeling that you are experiencing an
especially different season in life right now...How are you?
What are you learning and taking away from this experience?
Before we didn’t know but now we know, we have lost, have been
disappointed, and have experienced excruciating pain but God is still
on the Throne. My five-year plan in 2020 was to survive the pandemic and not quit in the middle of the storm.
What scripture carried you through
lockdown?
I held on to promises and prophesies over my life.
I held on to all the promises of God: Proverbs
20:24 - Man's goings are of the Lord; how can a
man then understand his own way? Proverbs
16:3: Commit your actions to the Lord, and your
plans will succeed. When you do not know what
the future hold you hold on to the one who holds
the future. We must always lean on the allknowing God.
I find that God highlights a burning message at
different times, and for a season there is only
one message teach...Do you agree?
Absolutely true for me too. At the end and
beginning of every year I seek the Lord and He
always gives me a message. The message He
gave me at the beginning of the year is ‘I am still
here.’ When Job lost everything, his wife told him
to curse the Lord. But Job refused. The enemy
continued to attack, Job did not let go of prayer
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At the end, the Bible say’s God restored Job.
How has God surprised you lately?
Divine Timing. With Him, we live life forward but
understand it backwards. Things happen and you realise
that God was in your tomorrow. For example…just an
example, you are praying for a particular car. You have
the funds to buy the car but find out that they no longer
make that car. Out of nowhere, someone randomly calls to
ask if you spread news about a car they are selling…only
to find out that it is the exact car you've been searching
for. God has already prepared the end from the beginning.
It is the same as when God told Abraham to sacrifice
Isaac. The ram was ‘pre-sent’ by God. When you are
going through the toughest and most painful, know it is
God when you see the ram. Know you are at the right
place at the right time when you see the ram.
Pastor Pushie, any time I spent with you is edifying.
Thank you.
My prayer is that people will not give up their Faith. They
are not moved by what they see but step out on water
knowing that either ‘I will walk or God will catch me.’

Directors, officers and members of a Non Profit are protected, and may not be held personally
responsible for the organisation’s debts and liabilities.
Non Profit Organisation can apply for Tax-exemption, and there are some financial grants in
private and public sectors that are made accessible only to registered Non-Profits Organisations.
There is often confusion on the side of the organisation owners as to the type of “entity” they must
register to reach their goals. There are numerous ways to operate in the non-profit environment in
South Africa: Non-Profit Organisation, Non Government Organisations, Non-Profit Companies to
mention a few.
How to formalize or legalize your Organisation:
NPO / NGO in South Africa are formed by application to the department of Social Development
(www.dsd.gov.za);
Trusts is formed by registration of a trust deed with the Master of the High Court
(www.justice.gov.za). The structure and aim of the organization will be described by the creators
in the trust deed which is regulated by the Trust Properties Control Act of 1988;
Voluntary organisations are created by a document called a Constitution. The constitution will
contain the why, who and how. This form of non-profit is regulated by what we call Common Law
and does not require registration with any particular organisation.
NPC (non-profit-companies): regulated by the Companies Act of 2008 and can be registered on
the CIPC website (www.cipc.co.za). The aim of this non-profit is contained in the Memorandum of
Incorporation. Many founders will first incorporate a NPC and then apply to the department of
Social Development to be registered as a NPO/NGO;
Main entities used as vehicle for non-profit
In South Africa we have two main “entities” that are vehicles for “non-profit” namely the NPC or NPO
There is often an interchangeable use of the terms NGO and NPO - which may course confusion.
The main difference of the two is the manner of formation. NPCs is incorporated at the CIPC and
NPO/NGO is registered at the Department of Social Development. The latter requires a constitution
while the NPC has a Memorandum of Incorporation. It is important for the name of a non-profit
company to be followed by the abbreviation NPC and the registration number. When an organisation
is registered with the Department of Social Development, it will receive a certificate stating name and
registration number. This routs is followed because these NPOs/NGOs can apply for funding from, for
example, the National Lottery Board.
For the purpose of this we will focus on the requirements for registration of the popular NPC.
Requirements for registration of NPC
The incorporation a non-profit-company is done on the CIPC website (www.cipc.co.za). Have the
following information ready before you commence the process.
four names for the organisation
names of at least three directors
identification number for each director
the date that their identity documents were issued
if any director is married: date of marriage and identity number of the spouse
address (including town or city as well of province) that each director resides in
email address for each director (directors cannot share the same email addresses)
postal address of the NPC
physical address of NPC
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Remember all correspondence will be sent to each director using these details. The direct cost payable to
the CIPC is R175.00. After the process is complete you will be issued with a tax number.
The funds and assets of the Non-Profit
These organisations are totally dependent on outside sources (whether private or governmental) to achieve
their goals. There are no shareholders, and the property and money may never be distribute to it’s
incorporators, directors or persons related to them in any way.
It is important that the assets and income are distinguished from the operational costs. It takes money to
run a non-profit, there will always be expenses. Individuals that are involved in a non-profit is in principle
entitled to reasonable compensation for services rendered but it must be in pursuit the objectives of the
non-profit.
Non-profits can have employees and must pay them a salary. If that happens, there will have to be a
contract of employment between the non-profit and the employee(s) and they must be registered with UIF
including Workmen’s Compensations Fund.
In essence a non-profit organization takes stewardship over donations to benefit the aims or object of the
organisation. The concepts of governance (which includes compliance), accountability and transparency
are extremely important. Without that your organisation will lack credibility and will not be able raise funds
and in the end will not succeed. Never use the funds that you raise for your non-profit for your personal
expenses.
Directors’ personal bank accounts and the organisations bank accounts should be separate. A director or
employee is not entitled to receive any money that is intended to go towards the non-profit in their personal
capacity. There should be a record of every cent that was received and paid, and every donation made (in
what-ever form).
Be cognizant that there should be board meetings convened and process followed as determined by the
Companies Act.
It has become unfortunate that I see more and more non-profits where the directors, managers, volunteers
and employees often helps themselves to donations made to these organisations. Such is a crime for which
there can be serious consequences.
Without the benefit of individuals willing to offer up their time, money and resources many in dire situations
will not have the assistance they need. Leaders of non-profit organisations carry heavier burden and
accountability than those of for-profit business. When you are involved in a non-profit the standard rules of
board meetings, submitting annual returns is still applicable, and anyone managing a non-profit has a
fiduciary duty to uphold.
This article is not meant to be legal advice - and anyone who want to start a non-profit is advised to see an
attorney or legal consultant specializing in company and commercial law.
Estelle Meyer

Admitted attorney and director of Africa Business Intelligence a legal consulting firm operational in Africa.
Awarded research fellowship from the Institute for Advanced Legal Studies from the University of London.
B.Proc, LLB, LLM (Corporate Law), H.Dip Corporate Law (RAU), Advanced Certificate in
Business Rescue (UNISA), Certificate in Labour Law (UCT),
Certificate in Auditing Fundamentals (MSS Global)
Email: aiic-africa@live.com
WhatsAap: +27 (0) 84 690 5253
Zoom consultations also offered

Sources: www.cipc.co.za, www.dsd.gov.za, Trust Properties Control Act of 1988, Companies Act of 2008
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+27 73 985 3949
hatzbyjeanie@gmail.com
Hatz by Jeanie | Facebook
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Who starts a business after age 50?
Jeanie Nel…and surprisingly many more women do.
Jeanie is known all-over social media streets as @HatzbyJeanie. She does not shy away from her pink,
black and white brand colours – from her car to everything she posts on social media. She has an aura
of a loving caring and giving mom – another attribute she is not shy to display.
Her passion for her work is unquestionable and her love for God admirable. Just a glimpse at her social
media pages lets you know that she is a successful businesswoman and empowerment leader in her
field. What is more surprising is that she stumbled into her business after stumbling into a new hobby at
the age of 49! She turned hobby to business in 2007 at age 55years and is now a well-known and sort
after hat brand that journeys around South Africa’s known and unknown cities - teaching and
empowering women of all races, ages and different backgrounds.
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I started making hats for myself and the ladies in our
church and was quickly earning extra income and learning
some good business lessons. I was employed as a
Dental Nurse and had to schedule client consultations
during lunchtime…and before I knew it the business took
off.
I realised, to my surprise, that I did not only enjoy making
hats but also loved interacting with people. I soon
thereafter took a leap of Faith to grow the business and
decided to showcase at the Durban Business Fair in KZN
to broaden my market. I did not sell a single hat at the
Business Fair and felt disappointed.
But I knew that my business will not grow or sustain me if
my products are not known. I therefore committed to
booking leave yearly to exhibit at the Durban Business Fair
with the goal of making my business known. Unfortunately,
most people think it takes just starting a business and the
riches will follow the very next day…LoL.
What I know for sure:
Perseverance and Faith are very important
when starting a business.
Believe in yourself, believe you can do it,
believe in your venture, product and service.
Believe in God and believe that He will guide
you.
Trust your instincts.
Pray and have Faith that God will lead you in the
right direction when you ask for His guidance.
I did not only bank on exhibitions and special orders,
but I also decided to present my hats to different
shops. To my surprise the very first boutique I
walked into at the Pavilion Shopping Centre – one of
the biggest and most popular shopping centres in
Durban, decided on the spot to stock my hats. I was
beyond thrilled!! In the same year, 2009, I
collaborated with a fashion designer for the Durban
July and my hat became the talk of the town and
appeared on TV and in the newspapers.
In 2011 and 2012 ladies that had visited my stall at
the Durban Business Fair asked that I teach them to
make hats, but I had to turn them down as I was still
full time employed. I did not realise at the time, but
the ladies request for training was God showing me
how to expand and diversify my business.

God gives us the blueprint for our businesses.
God Confirmed my Business
In early 2013 I started to look for suitable business
premises. I found one and started negotiating the lease
price.
Then God showed up through my daughter who did not
know about my plans but woke up one morning and told
me that she had dreamt that I had opened a business at
the exact premises which I was negotiating for. I knew
from that moment that God will guide me and that I was
doing the right thing. I opened the shop and registered the
business ‘Hatz by Jeanie’ in 2012 - without any capital but
only my last salary. I only had a few clients and was
assisted by my pension money which I received about
three months after starting the business.
The business premises enabled me space and time to
teach. I developed a three-day course and had my first
student in the same year. I also contacted the ladies I had
met years before at the Durban Business Fair and they
came for the course.

Our May Valued Business Partners

The business remained slow and was without profit for a while. I was surviving from hand to month, but I did not
give up as I was passionate about hat making, teaching and empowering women.
‘For still the vision awaits its appointed time...’
In 2014 KZN Fashion Council approached me to train 8 up-coming designers. That was my big breakthrough. My
credibility was signed and sealed. From then onwards my business slowly started to grow. Two different theatre
productions approached me to make hats for them, and the order has been repeated every year since…until
2020 lockdown. The two opportunities boosted my turnover, capability and credibility as a milliner.
Through my business I teach women who cannot read
or write and have never used a sewing machine to
make hats. Their success is my success, and my success
is their success. I have lost count of the number of
women I have trained. I am very happy that many of
them have opened their own hat boutiques and are
successful businesswoman with the youngest being
15years old and now sells fascinators.
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It was only in my sixth year of
business that I started seeing reasonable
profit…and then lockdown happened
and brought my business to a standstill.
There were no fashion shows or special
occasions therefore no income.

The business remained slow and was without profit for
a while. I was surviving from hand to month, but I did
not give up as I was passionate about hat making,
teaching and empowering women.
‘For still the vision awaits its
appointed time...’
In 2014 KZN Fashion Council approached
me to train 8 up-coming designers. That
was my big breakthrough. My credibility
was signed and sealed. From then onwards
my business slowly started to grow. Two different
theatre productions approached me to make hats
for them, and the order has been repeated every
year since…until 2020 lockdown. The two
opportunities boosted my turnover, capability and
credibility as a milliner.

Hat desinged and manufactured by
@hatzbyJeanie

Through my business I teach women who cannot
read or write and have never used a sewing
machine to make hats. Their success is my success,
and my success is their success. I have lost count of
the number of women I have trained. I am very
happy that many of them have opened their own hat
boutiques and are successful businesswoman with
the youngest being 15 who now sells fascinators.

Rewards, Success and God making a way:
I learnt that networking and business skills are equally important; hence I attend every networking and
small business training event that comes my way. This commitment resulted in being selected for a sixweek intensive business training course by the KwaZulu Natal Chamber of Commerce, along with other 20
entrepreneurs. I was the eldest had to work very hard to keep up, especially when it came to technology.
To my surprise, I won the Business Excellence award at the very Business Fair in 2015…after failing to sell a
single hat at the very first Durban Business Fair I attended in 2007.
Receiving the award felt kind of strange because I was still not making big profit. I later learnt that I earned
the award from the empowering women aspect of my business. In 2016 I started to investigate other
different ways to make my business more profitable. I did not want to start a factory as I enjoyed the
freedom of overseeing my own time and home-schooling my two grandchildren.
I saw God provide an answer and solution through the many training requests I was receiving from all over
South Africa. I took the opportunity and started teaching in different parts of the country.

I am Blessed that my husband is retired and accompanies in my business travels. Another plus is that
we experience the country and always visit family as we go. My grandchildren, who lost their mother, my
daughter who was 40years old in 2018 also take school break when we work out of town. The loss taught me
the importance of spending as much time as possible with those you love. I thank God for this wonderful
Blessing of family and the life we live.
It was only in my sixth year of business that I started seeing reasonable profit…and then lockdown happened
and brought my business to a standstill. There were no fashion shows or special occasions therefore no
income.
But, God blessed me with a skill and talent. I used my sewing skills to make facemasks and my
entrepreneurial skills to know mine had to be different. I decided to target the corporate market with plain
good quality 100% cotton masks in different sizes to ensure a comfortable fit. With the help of my husband
who helped with cutting and packing, I sold over 1000 masks within two months I sold over 1000 masks.
I chose to use lockdown to broaden my network even farther by attending online meetings with branded
profile picture. In lockdown I gained good exposure because more people know what I do, and I receive
orders from people I met through online interactions.
My advice to entrepreneurs is never to give up. There will be busy and quiet times, but we should never lose
Faith. It is only now that I am reaping the fruit of my perseverance. It took a while to establish a brand of
excellence and become a sought-after brand. I have many testimonies of how God intervened in my
business, and I would like to share only one: In 2018, on the 5th of October I didn’t have enough rent money.
I prayed and asked God to make a way, even if it through an old client that owed me money. At 12 noon a
client I had forgotten about, arrived to pay me the very R600.00 I needed to make full rent.
God answers prayers.
God is great and good.
We live a Blessed and Favoured life. I do not believe in chasing money. We don’t have a big house, a fancy car
or lots of earthly possessions, but what I have belongs to God, my love for what I do and the women I
empower…it all belongs to God, and I do it for Him and with Him. He is my provider and I believe He will give
me what I need, in my business and in my personal life. I am Grateful.’

Rejoice in the Lord always. I will say it again: Rejoice! Let your gentleness be evident to all.
The Lord is near. Do not be anxious about anything,
but in every situation, by prayer and petition,
with thanksgiving, present your requests to God.
And the peace of God, which transcends all understanding,
will guard your hearts and your minds in Christ Jesus.
Philippians 4:4-7
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